Abstract. Purpose -is to develop the Bayesian method of optimal engineering design by a series of experiments, aiming to manage experimental resources in a rational economic way.
Introduction
Application of economic principles in engineering is related to decision making regarding the allocation of limited resources (Weinberger, Sha, Saul, 2004; Morris, 2013) . Engineers seek solutions to problems, and the economic viability of each potential solution is normally considered along with the technical aspects. In creating functional products and processes engineers are using the experimental design process, which usually is highly iterative. Since parts of design process often need to be repeated many times the problems arise with resource allocation exploring sets of possible alternatives (Box & Draper, 2007; Bijan & Gorjidooz, 2016; Carpio, Giordano, & Secchi, 2017) . Thus, engineering design problems often require to create experiment series in order to optimize the values of the response surface that depends on various variables. This paper deals with the Bayesian experiment design method, based on the modelling of observation data obtained during the experiments by Gaussian random fields (GRF). That allows us to include the predictable information about the design variables into the model to be identified and to estimate the uncertainties of the observations. The novelty of the developed model is the application of matrices of fractional Euclidean distances between experimental observations points to model the covariances of the GRF. Thus, such a model enables us to avoid the application of positive correlation functions usually applied for creation of the GRF. Using the proposed model the P-algorithm for the planning of the experiment series is created in order to optimize the values of the response surface that depends on various variables. The algorithm is maximizing the expected increment in the response surface, depending on measured experimental data, which is a complex multivariate integral in general. For evaluation of this integral and maximization of the expected increment the Monte Carlo method is developed in the Sampling Average Approximation framework. The created method is investigated by computer simulation for solving benchmark examples and is applied to the engineering problem: optimal design of wastewater filters. Hence, the developed approach enables us to design the experimental series in a flexible way, decreasing the number of required experiments and avoiding of known but rather expensive methods (Nooshin & Hamid, 2017; Maged, Haridy, Shamsuzzaman, Alsyouf, & Zaied, 2018) . Although planning of series requires rather a long Monte Carlo computer simulations time the created method presents an economically and managerially efficient tool for the design of new engineering objects by a series of experiments.
Modelling of experimental data by a Random Gaussian field
Design of experiments is a systematic approach to engineering problem aiming at predicting the outcome by introducing a change of the preconditions, which is represented by one or more independent variables, also referred to as "input variables" or "predictor variables." The change in one or more independent variables is generally hypothesized to result in a change in one or more dependent variables, also referred to as "response variables" or values on "response surface" or "response function". Experimental design involves not only the selection of suitable independent, dependent, and control variables but planning the experiments in an optimal way under given the constraints of available resources. There are multiple approaches for determining the set of design points (unique combinations of the settings of the independent variables) to be used in the experiment. Note that, recently engineers are using an experimental design practice such traditional technologies as factorial experiments, steepest descent, Box-Wilson procedure, etc., which usually are economically and managerially inefficient, because require to perform a large number of experiments at customizable established levels, etc. (Box & Draper, 2007; Nooshin & Hamid, 2017; Maged et al., 2017) . The statistical model also applied in a specific knowledge-based system to assist designers in configuring numerical design of experiments processes efficiently by taking into account variabilities and uncertainties (El-Gamal & Palfrey, 1996; Carpio et al., 2017; Blondet, Le Duigou, & Boudaoud, 2019) .
In this paper, the probabilistic model of response surface is considered, which values are obtained by observation, physical measurements or computer simulation, etc. Due to the fact that there are no further data except the measurement performed at the experimental points, the surface which represents the objective response function can be designed as a homogeneous Gaussian random field (GRF)   , Z x  , which is a measurable function of random event  in some probability space (Jones, 2001) . Let us consider GRF with the constant mean vector:
and the covariance matrix
where  and  are parameters, 0   , E denotes a K -dimensional vector-column of units, and F is a positively defined matrix, the choice of which is discussed below.
In this paper, a data model is developed, using the distances with fractional Euclidean distance matrices (Pozniak & Sakalauskas, 2017; . Since it is unknown which of all the function variables are preponderant, they are considered as equivalent, and, thus, fractional Euclidean distances between the measurement points are calculated, that now are symmetric with respect to miscellaneous variables. Let a data set 
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In order to create the GRF model, the extended set  
Note that 1 2   in a special case of the usual Euclidean distances. Usually, the main tool for t,,e study of Euclidean distance matrix is the kernel matrix used for modelling of GRF covariates (Weinberger (2004) , Pozniak and Sakalauskas (2017) . It is proved in (Pozniak & Sakalauskas, 2017 , that this matrix is positively defined, therefore such a choice is correct.
Thus, the statistical model of the experimental data is presented in a simple and clear for designers way using only the matrix of pairwise distance between experimental points.
Estimation and prediction of a Gaussian random field
Let us consider an approach for the experimental data prediction based on modelling by GRF. Assume the data be modelled by the probabilistic Gaussian model with a constant mean (1) and the covariance matrix of type (2). Now let us decompose the matrix of fractional Euclidean square distances between points of :
where A is a submatrix of fractional degrees of Euclidean square distances between points of set X, a is a submatrix of fractional degrees of Euclidean square distances between points of X and X ,  is a submatrix of fractional degrees of Euclidean square distances between points of X . Specifically, the prediction of the response function in a subset X is obtained as an a posteriori mean, using the (Pozniak & Sakalauskas, 2017 , one can get from:
and
is maximal likelihood estimation (MLE) of parameter  .
Remark. Note that the degree  is a perfect parameter of GRF as well, which can be estimated using the observation data. The least square estimate  is estimated by the univariate minimization of variance parameter MLE (6):
The properties of this estimate are explored by computer simulation in section 5. Note, that engineering processes are often observed only partially as in a case considered above. Surrogate modelling is a way to investigate the unobserved part of such processes (Carpio et al., 2017) . Thus, the developed model (1), (2) presents the surrogate model of experimental data, because of its accurate prediction (even with a relative few points for fitting) and statistical interpretation that allows one to build an estimate of the potential error in a managerially efficient way.
Optimal planning of extremal experiments
In creating functional products and processes engineers are using the iterative experimental design process. Resource allocation exploring sets of possible alternatives requires to perform the experimental design process in an optimal way. Assume, the set of experiments 
where
By using expressions (4)-(6), the multi-dimensional normal distribution density function is written down as follows:
which describes the conditional distribution of predicted response function values in the subset . Using (8), (9), one can write the expectation of the utility function as follows:
A series of new experiments should be planned to maximize the expected increment of the objective response function. Thus, the plan for an optimal experiment series is a solution to the equation:
The gradient of this function with respect to the set of planned series is as follows:
After some manipulations, one can make sure that the solution of (11) is the same as the solution to the minimization problem of the following objective function:
Developed data model depends on two parameters: variance 2  and degree  , which can be estimated by maximal likelihood method, using (6) likelihood estimation of data model parameters (e.g. see Figure 1 and Figure 2) . Thus, the explored benchmark showed that parameter of fraction  is perfe the ct parameter of the created a model. has been minimized, the function value at these points was 0.2056391, which after the optimization changed insignificantly and therefore it was taken as a new series for experiment planning. The values of the test function at the points of the proposed series 3
x were 0.5456672 and 0.8320111, which illustrates the increment of the response function in the planned series. Thus, computer experiment confirms the applicability of the developed approach for experimental optimization of response surface in engineering design.
Modelling of effectiveness of surface wastewater treatment filter filler
The created method is applied for solving of engineering problem: optimal design of wastewater filters. Let   
The filtration characteristics measurement of element TC, at this experiment matrix, were:
Filter TC 
Performance of series from 4 experimental filters according to the plan X should ensure the new construction of filter with increased efficiency of the filter.
Conclusions
Creation of functional products and processes using the experimental design often deals with problems of engineering economy, because of the necessity to carry out parts of the design process seeking economically and managerially efficient resource allocation. This paper deals with the Bayesian experimental design method, based on the interpretation of observations data by random Gaussian fields, obtained during the experiments. The findings obtained allows us to include the predictable information about the engineering design variables into the model in order to identify and estimate the uncertainties of observations. Using this approach, the novel method is created to plan a series of extremal experiments by maximizing the expected increment on the response surface. The created method is investigated by computer simulation for solving test examples and is applied in the optimal design of wastewater filters as well. The developed approach enables us to design the experimental series inflexible way, decreasing the number of required experiments and avoiding of rather expensive traditional methods, such as factorial experiments, steepest descent, etc. Although the creation of the plans of the experiment series can require a large amount of computer time related with the application of Monte Carlo procedure in order to ensure the optimality of created plans, this limitation can be avoided using distributed computing tools, besides, this amount of computer time often meets requirements in real design practice. Hence, theoretical investigation, solving of the benchmark example and application to real engineering design, enable us to conclude that the created method helps engineers to seek solutions to experimental problems, considering the economic viability of each potential solution along with the technical aspects.
